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Identity as a Service Premium
Delivering Cloud-based Identity Lifecycle Management

IT teams need to dynamically adapt to
meet the increasing demands of an everevolving remote workforce. Whether this
is to efficiently manage the onboarding
or offboarding of employees, or granting
access to business-critical applications,
Identity as a Service (IDaaS) Premium from
Exponential-e enables secure connections
between people and technology through
a combination of solutions such as MultiFactor Authentication, Single Sign-On and
enhanced IT provisioning, with Lifecycle
Management and Universal Directory for
Cloud-based identity lifecycle automation.

Automate the process of onboarding and
offboarding users
Both new and existing employees expect instant access
to the technology and tools they need to deliver their
best, with all the necessary permissions for tools and
applications already in place. IT teams must therefore
deliver environments where the onboarding and offboarding
processes can be intelligently automated, with the freedom
to deliver services remotely. Reduce complexity and gain
visibility into who has access to what with a single source of
truth across your entire organisation, taking all the stress out
of providing user groups with the appropriate permissions.

for password reset. However, automating time-consuming
tasks like provisioning, deprovisioning and password resets
frees IT teams to focus on business transformation.

How IDaaS Premium can help:

Reduce IT friction
With businesses becoming more application-centric, remote
access to key applications from multiple devices is a priority.
With an increasing number of password-protected devices
to managed, employees may be tempted to use simple or
duplicate passwords that can easily be hacked. However,
if secure, complicated passwords are used, they are often
quickly forgotten, resulting in 40% of helpdesk calls being
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Remote Lifecycle Management.
Automatically onboard and offboard users.
Secure Offboarding.
When an employee leaves the company, ensure
that 100% of their access is revoked at precisely
the right moment.
Automate IT.
Provide automated app creation and changes.
Simple Processing.
Manage the joiner, mover and leaver process simply
and effectively.
Automate Access Decisions and Prevent Errors.
Give new employees secure access from day one.
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Lifecycle Management

Universal Directory

Our Lifecycle Management solutions offers Cloud-based
identity lifecycle automation, increasing IT process
efficiency and streamlining access decisions.

Our Universal Directory solution provides you with
one place to manage all your users, groups and devices,
allowing you to store an unlimited number of users
and attributes from applications and sources like HR
systems.Risk-based authentication to identify abnormal
login patterns.

•

Automatically provide immediate, secure access
to new employees and immediately revoke
leavers’ access.

•

Save an average of 30 minutes per provisioning
of IT admin time.

•

Assign attribute-based rules (position, department,
geography) to grant users access to certain
applications.

•

Sophisticated control of identities across lifecycle
states, with automation through rules, policies,
workflows and APIs.

•

Easily generate reports around application
assignment, application access, and deprovisioning
of users.
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•

A single pane of glass management solution.

•

Password management, allowing for group policies
and complexity options.

•

Eliminate helpdesk calls for AD password resets.

•

Integrate with internal systems to retrieve dynamic
data or additional entitlements for downstream
applications.
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Trust in Exponential-e’s security ecosystem to support you
Exponential-e helps organisations identify and enhance their Cyber Security controls. We help all our customers to
successfully remediate vulnerabilities, threats, and breaches. With experienced consultants, best-of-breed technologies and
impeccable customer service, we can offer Cyber Security solutions for any organisation – no matter the size or sector.
Exponential-e’s Cyber Security product portfolio demonstrates our ability to provide expertly managed security solutions for
our customers, including:
•

24/7 UK-based Security Operations Centre.

•

•

CSOC Managed Service, for real-time monitoring and
alerting.

Expertise and initiative from our experienced and certified
consultants (CISSP, CISM, PCIP, ISO27001 and PCIP).

•

•

8xISO accredited organisation. Exponential-e are
committed to compliance, excellence and GDPR
requirements.

Custom-built, cutting-edge Cyber Security solutions
designed by our qualified Security Pre-sales team.

•

Consistently high quality delivered on time and to budget.

•

Platinum partnerships with numerous industry-leading
Cyber Security vendors.

•

Experience across a wide range of sectors and industries.
We can provide a strong set of testimonials to demonstrate
our Cyber Security capabilities.

About Exponential-e
Innovation is at the core of Exponential-e, and has been since our inception in 2002. We wholly own our super-fastNetwork, and our fusion
of complementary technologies - a carrier-class Network and Cloud infrastructure - means we can deliver enterprise applications at wire speed
for a superior end-user experience. We deliver scalable, dynamic and bespoke solutions. Renowned for our responsiveness, coupled with our
customer centric approach, and a UK based 24 / 7 x 365 service desk, means we offer unrivalled expertise.
To find out more about Exponential-e visit www.exponential-e.com or email info@exponential-e.com
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